
APPELATION: CIGALES. 
VARIETY: 100% “Tinta del Pais” (“Tempranillo”) 
HARVEST: 2006 (Very Good)
9,900 bottles
ANALYTICAL DATA: Alcohol: 14% 
Total acidity: 5.3 g / l
Volatile acidity: 0.65 g / l
TYPE: red wine aged in oak barrels and bottles.

This is the �rst modern-styled red wine produced in the
 “Cigales”, appellation  made exclusively from grapes from 
a single vineyard called ”Traslanzas”. The antiquity of this 
vineyard, along with it´s grapes which are cultivated in
 traditional goblet shaped bunches, has that the production is 
 kept down to one kilogram of grapes per vine stock, 
combining all of the aforementioned along with a process 
that respects the grapes allows us to achieve this exceptional 
wine which is a delight to the senses, both in mouth and in nose.

DEVELOPMENT AND AGEING: After the alcoholic fermentation and
 maceration for three weeks, the malolactic fermentation is done in
 new French (Allier) and American (Pennsylvanian) �ne-grained 

COMMERCIAL INFORMATION: Format: 75 cl.  Bottles / case: 6  Boxes / pallet: 68

and well roasted oak barrels, remaining in these casks for around about 18 months with weekly
 movement of the lees. The wine is neither clari�ed, nor stabilised nor �ltered and the wine is 
usually bottled in burgundy type bottles around April or May two years after harvest.

TASTING NOTES: is a wine that comes with a deep cherry red layered colour and is very much
 alive. It’s aromas are complex, intense and elegant, combining blue �oral notes of violet, lavender
 and pelargonium, balanced with fruits characteristic of  the  “Tinta del País” grape variety: 
delivering black fruits, lliquorice and a smoky, spicy background of cloves, vanilla, cinnamon, 
cedar wood, forthcoming from the oak of the casks. 
In the mouth one perceives it’s remarkable body, expressiveness and how it’s endowed 
with soft tannins from the grape skins and it’s great length of palate  aromas and lingering 
aromatic sensations

TRASLANZAS is the name of an old vineyard 
planted in 1945 located in “Mucientes” (Valladolid).

traslanzas@traslanzas.com
www.traslanzas.com


